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SHOW REHEARSALS PROGRESSING VERY WELL SAYS COACH

Complete Rehearsal on Saturday

Performed Faithfully

CAST MEMBERS DEFINITE

Management Announces Reduced Fare for Special Train

From New York

"Ready to go on the stage," said Neil Wayburn's comment when he reviewed the rehearsal plans for this year's Tech Show. "The practice of Broadway shows is a regular work of the Tech Show." The cast went through the complete scene and each cast member saw the faces of the dances and song numbers to be sung. The show will be presented in the Cosmopolitan Club next Wednesday. Neil Wayburn was also present at yesterday's rehearsal and observed complete satisfaction at the show's program. Max Oberg, who coached the Kansas City Boys on the "Ladies of the Evening" number, was also present and observed the progress of the cast. The entourage of Miss Helen Faden, and who is about to leave on her world tour, was also present at yesterday's rehearsal. The winter's productions of the Virginia Club of Boston, was rehearsed for the first time. The next few weeks to take the charge of the Tech Show was given to Mr. J. E. Greer, assistant director of the Navy Yokee's Diary's illness.

Miss Wayburn is in the cast as the Duchess, the Princess, the Opera Singer, and the French Woman. Miss Wayburn's character will appear in a musical comedy as well as her part in the Paris Opera. She has been given a highly successful performance in the past and, according to the Director, will deliver her the best performance of the season.

"It is very common to hear of the beauty of a woman but the beauty of a woman who can sing is the best beauty of all." The cast has been working hard on their performance and will deliver it to the audience on Saturday.

All Miss May Obtain Signs This Semester

In order to accommodate those students who were unable to see some of the casts due to the limitations of the audience, the Miss May Club has invited all students to sign up for the Miss May Club. This is the second consecutive year that the Miss May Club has sponsored this event to present themselves. The Miss May Club has had a successful tradition of presenting the most beautiful woman on campus. According to the President, the Miss May Club will continue to hold this event in the future.

JUNIORS FAIL TO KEEP OUT OTHERS AT DANCE

Despite the protests as to what would happen if the Junior dance was delayed, it was held last Saturday night. It was reported that there were many empty chairs and tables at the dance. The floor was cluttered and consisted as well single, double, and triple floor that was available. The floor was open to the program, the number of哪些 students present was made from the usual cut-off count.

OUTSIDE STUDENTS MAY TAKE XIX TRIP

To Tour Industrial Plants In

Vicinity of New York—

Joint Concert Will Take Place

In Hotel Somerset on March 28

MUSICIANS TO TOUR SOUTH

TGWY starts the ticket sale for the Tech-Dartmouth Concert, which will be on Saturday evening, March 19, in the Hammer Student. The sale will take place in the main lobby, selling $1 for each and 50 cents for the floor. The concert is a joint effort of the Dartmouth and Tech music departments.

The number of special conditions the management has decided that the students will be able to sell single tickets for surprise, efficiency, and profit, and that some students will be offered special trips to be sold at $2.00 in a corner where the sales will be made.

This is the second consecutive year that the students have organized a trip to go out of the city to see the sights of New York. The cost of the trip will be $3.00 for a special car and $2.50 for a regular bus. The trip is scheduled for Wednesday, March 17.

The itinerary of the tour is posted on the bulletin boards. It includes the Belle Haven, where the tour will stop on Thursday, the White House, where the students will stop on Friday, and the statue of the Eiffel Tower, where the group will have a picnic on Saturday. The price will be $3.00 as advertised. The tour is open to all students.

Feature Articles Will Appear In

Next Wednesday's Issue of T.E.N.

As the sales of engineering courses on the general nature, the value of such courses, and the value of the students in the field have been discussed, there is a desire to examine the connection between plant and animal life to the complicating factors of the environment. This is the topic of the article to be published in the March issue of the T.E.N.

"When Darwin and Wallace worked," said Professor J. W. Johnson, "they were able to see the evolution of man. The evolution of man has caused a great deal of interest to the students of the T.E.N. The article will be published in the March issue of the T.E.N., and will contain the first part of the article on the evolution of man."}
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